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Group Therapy Wine introduces new summer wine charms,
wine bottle stoppers, decorative magnets and more on its
new website.
Austin, Texas, June 14, 2017 (Newswire.com) - Group
Therapy Wine is proud to announce its 2017 Summer
Collection of unique wine charms, bottle stoppers and other
fun gifts. The 2017 Summer Collection is designed with a
summer state of mind featuring over 20 new products. The
new collection includes summer-inspired wine charms, decorative magnets, wine bottle
stoppers and key chains.
New product designs include unique wine charms for golfers, surfers, scuba divers, sailing
enthusiasts and beach lovers in addition to cork wine bottle stoppers, decorative
refrigerator magnets and nautical key chains. “I love the process of taking a simple idea and
developing a unique gift or wine charm combination," commented Sarah Perry, founder of
Group Therapy Wine. "The new summer collection was exciting to design because it explores
all the fun activities that go along with summer. Seeing the excitement when people find the
perfect wine accessory matching their hobbies or matching a friend’s personality perfectly
makes the sometimes-lengthy creative process so much more satisfying,” continued Perry.
Group Therapy Wine got its start in 2013 when Perry
was asked to lend her artistic experience to her
family’s wine business. Her unique wine charms and
wine accessories were so well received by Texas wine
enthusiasts that, in 2014, she opened a store on Etsy
to meet the demand. After four years and hundreds
of sales resulting in a 5-star ranking, Perry’s success
has quickly outgrown her Etsy platform and kitchen
table.
Group Therapy Wine now offers the largest selection
of handcrafted wine charms in Texas. The new

I love the process of taking a simple
idea and developing a unique gift or
wine charm combination. The new
summer collection was exciting to
design because it explores all the
fun activities that go along with
summer. Seeing the excitement
when people find the perfect wine
accessory matching their hobbies or
matching a friend's personality
perfectly makes the sometimeslengthy creative process so much
more satisfying.
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website, www.grouptherapywine.com, houses the
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same exquisite customer service, custom wine accessory services and the expanded
product collection on a platform now large enough to meet the growing needs of the loyal
Group Therapy Wine tribe.
To learn more about Group Therapy Wine visit the new website at
www.grouptherapywine.com, and subscribe at http://bit.ly/gtw20 to receive the latest
product information and exclusive sale announcements.
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Additional Links
Shop the 2017 Summer Collection
Join the VIP List for EXCLUSIVE Non-Advertised Discounts
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